
02157:  "dreaming  regularly  beside  watching  series  in  the  evening  and  getting

working"

the  cathedral  by  hand  since  the  piston  lifting  the  back  of  the  tractor  stopped 

with mostly stones of several dimensions and downloading them up in the field of 

06079: "in italy digging around our barn and filling the tractor several times 

passerbyers"

filling  several  loads  of  my  small  tractor  and  getting  sometime  interrupted  by 

06078: "in italy digging the foundation of the cathedral up on the mountain field 

cathedral"

ride on the dike and later going to italy beginning to dig the foundation of my 

slow before taking a break from mounting the garden fence and going for a fast 

neighbours' daughter daniela for a bike ride and then getting to run also quite 

06077:  "still  in  holland  now  biking  at  first  quite  slow  taking  our  mountain 

digging work and only seldom visit a few cities"

managing  to  cut  down  all  the  trees  in  the  valley  below  it  and  also  doing  some 

01172: "a month spent entirely in the alps working really hard at the cathedral 

test lectures in a private high school"

my chainsaw beside having to drive quite a bit all the way to bassano to get some 

the in italy experiencing also some traffic and in the mountains extensively using 

15105: "a month with a lot of bad air inhaled both driving through germany and 

getting help s[pending nice days cutting trees below the cathedral"

but then slowly focusing on my work in the forest and gaining strength and also 

more international recognition about my work and no one locally willing to help 

then feeling a little lost in italy and frustrated about being cut out  with no 

04106: "feeling happy about traveling by car with my family though germany but 

internet and sometime getting access to newspapers but too focused on local news"

crash in algeria now reading the news seldom being mostly in the mounts with no 

central america as well as minor terror attacks and accidents particularly a plane 

12144: "a lot of unrest around the world with protests in the middle east and 

always shining but later getting colder"

vicenza  and  finally  later  getting  one  beautiful  day  after  another  with  the  sun 

weather  across  the  alps  experiencing  quite  some  rain  beside  some  sunny  days  in 

16120: "a month spent to begin with traveling to italy and finding snow and cold 

ultra terrestrial powers"

year with romanian people and just another italian couple with many believes on 

in stockholm and then going with myrthe to the mountains and celebrating the new 

10106: "folk met still organizing jacek's small exhibition with curator students 



chilling my hands"

station and picking trash despite the strong wind blowing it away and completely 

11186: "taking a major walk now from the amsterdam airport to the main central 

livia in the stroller"

myrthe alone with their friends and later picking trash while in culemborg pushing 

11185: "trash picked while walking alone in amsterdam this time leaving livia and 

little livia or hearing myrthe singing dutch songs to her"

also  hearing  songs  while  watching  television  but  mostly  singing  small  songs  to 

03099: "still hearing songs with august now taking him to the airport and later 

getting ideas both in nature and in the city"

in the old days now walking around in the spring weather and ordering his passport 

14124: "still traveling from italy now to sweden and spending time with august as 

visit august"

seeing there some clouds but also back in sweden going to the university and to 

clouds  there  and  later  taking  august  to  holland  strolling  around  utrecht  and 

17088: "a month spent traveling and going first to italy with myrthe seeing some 

times filming with her in my arms also on a day spent at a flee market in utrecht"

myrthe and finally getting back to the netherlands taking livia for walks and at 

then drive all together to nurimberg filming there while walking with livia and 

and being first in padua and later taking my father-in-law to an antique fair to 

13151: "filming done in italy taking breaks from working on my cathedral project 

less with less dreams and some related to my days spent falling trees or driving"

netherlands and spending time in italy working hard in the forest and sleeping far 

affected   by   it   and   also   getting   quite   some   sexual   dreams   now   leaving   the 


